(c) Those representing a decentralization of city centre functions to the suburbs: Chadstone and Forest Hill.
Forest Hill has been included in groups a and c because it appears to be partly in both.
In all of the planned centres except The Mall the shops are still owned by the developer so that he can control change and growth in the centre, and if Variety; B) Food and Convenience; C) Clothing; D) Other Retail; E) Services; F) Professional Offices; G) Other.
For each centre the first row shows the business structure of the planned centre, the second the structure of unplanned centres with the same number of functions as the planned centre, and the third the structure of unplanned centres with the same number of establishments as the planned. Each planned centre has some degree of uniqueness as so few have been opened in Melbourne. For in stance, Arndale is much smaller than Thrift Park or Parkmore but its different position, close to an existing large unplanned centre, has enabled it to develop more large stores. Alternatively, The Mall, which serves a lower income group than the other five planned centres, has more food and convenience goods establishments than are common in the planned centres. Generally, however, it can be con cluded that:
(a) the planned centres concentrate more on shops than offices. This is probably because the professional offices do not rely on window displays for custom so that location is not important to them. Many of them, also, cannot afford the high rents of the planned centres;
(b) within the shopping category there is greater emphasis on non-food and convenience goods within the planned centres, relative to their size; (c) the planned centres have lower duplication rates for functions (as shown by the function: establishment ratio in Table I ), particularly for food and conven ience goods.
Between the planned centres discussed above and the multitude of unplanned centres within Melbourne, there are the "pseudo-planned" centres. These are located in many of the newer suburbs, attempting to overcome the problems of parking and "untidy" development. Land zoned for commercial use is laid out around a parking area by a developer, sometimes a municipal council, and the shop sites are sold to the highest bidder. In some of the centres the type of business for each individual shopping site is nominated, but as no covenants are imposed there is no restriction on the type of development which subsequently takes place.
The structure of one of these centres, Pinewood, is shown in Table I Finally the distribution of the existing and proposed planned centres shows an interesting dichotomy (Fig. 1) . Apart from one proposal for a planned centre on the edge of the largest existing centre in the western suburbs, most of the retail development of this type is taking place in the southern and eastern suburbs. Many more planned shopping centres are proposed (Fig. 1) . Development up to now, however, has been sluggish, mainly because the successful operation of large planned centres requires big department stores within them. Melbourne has only one such store ("the largest in the Southern Hemisphere") and until this firm moved into suburban shopping there was no finance available for the large American-style planned 
